Target Shooting

FX Rifles & Accessories

Air-powered hunting rifles from FX Airguns can be used where no other rifle would be
suitable. The ability to adjust the power of these rifles renders them safe, silent and
extremely efficient when clearing rats and pigeons from buildings and other short-range
situations, after which the rifles can be instantly adjusted to cope with small game at
greater ranges. Few, if any, hunting rifles offer the versatility of an FX Airguns sporter.
These virtually recoilless rifles can easily place their shots inside a 20mm circle at 50 metres
range, and the auto- reload capability of an FX air rifle can have the next shot ready in
less than a second, with the semi-automatic models even faster. Fit a silencer to the readythreaded barrel and you instantly add stealth to your hunting armoury. The modern
air rifle opens a vast new world of sporting potential.

FX Typhoon

A lightweight single shot rifle with few moving parts that settles for many years of trouble free shooting
Available in Lightweight Synthetic or Walnut that fits both left/right hand shooters. Bolt action cocking with
safety mode. Recoilfree.
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FX Cyclone

This rifle is equipped with straight pull cocking system with the possibility to use the thumb to return
cocking lever. Available in synthetic, beech or walnut. The synthetic stock has built in soft grips. Patented
power adjuster that gives the rifle three different velocity settings. Recoil free.

FX Gladiator

This rifle holds an enormous amount of air! The air tanks are also fully removable to make a neat package.
It’s also equipped with the straight pull cocking system with automatic return (self closing biathlon style
action), that you also find on the Cutlas pistol gripped synthetic stock with adjustable bottle cover/cheek
piece (length and angle). Patented power adjuster that gives the rifle three different velocity settings. Recoil
free.
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FX Shot Mag
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FX Filling Hose Manometer
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